**3D Neurofeedback**  Robert Lawson  James P. Foley

A desktop application to capture, process, display and record biomedical data in real-time.

**Apollo Neuroscience**  Dr. Dave Rabin  Kathryn Fantauzzi

Apollo is a wearable and app experience developed by physicians and neuroscientists. It uses goal-based programs to deliver customized vibration patterns designed to restore your body’s natural equilibrium.

**Baby Bathwater**  Michael Lovitch  Hollis Carter

Adventures Within Entrepreneurial Reality

**BardoVR**  Tom Seidman

Bardo VR: The Tibetan Book of the Dead VR Experience
**Biostrap**

Elias Arjan

Health Tracker | Hack your Health
Biostrap Health Tracker helps you measurably improve your sleep, recovery, and performance.

---

**Breathing.AI**

Hannes Bend

We personalize screens using machine learning and biometrics to reduce stress and improve attention.

---

**Cytonsys**

Kailin Wang

It is our vision to promote humanity and dignity by creating science-based and top-quality solutions for the future. Photo-bio-modulation. Cold Laser.

---

**Deep Subconscious**

John Tukums

We are dedicated to creating an order of magnitude improvement and new standard around the world for mental and physiological health care. Leveraging neuroscience, deep positive psychology and deep physiology, our proprietary content and platform ultimately helps people rapidly achieve happiness, health and higher performance.
**Feel**

George Eleftheriou

The Feel program combines its proprietary Feel Emotion Sensor and Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) to quantify a person’s emotional state for the very first time, and deliver 24/7/365 emotional health support to those in need.

**FlowZoneVR**

Tanner Person

Flow Zone is a VR synesthetic playground where players become both DJ and dancer simultaneously, blending visuals, audio, and haptics into one synchronized experience to effectively allow players to enter a flow state. Using the body as an instrument, players dynamically create and engage with their personal immersive soundscape.

**HaloNeuro**

Halo Sport is a brain stimulator that helps you develop muscle memory faster.
Hopelab

Hopelab is a social innovation lab focused on designing science-based technologies to improve the health and well-being of teens and young adults.

humm

Humm's vision is simple: to replace all medication and supplementation for the brain with healthier, safer technology that nurtures our mental capabilities.

iAwake Technologies

iAwake Technologies features advanced, research-driven, and experimental approaches in brainwave and biofield entrainment—our products are pioneering the emerging field of spiritual technologies so you experience deeper states of peace, healing, life optimization, and transformation.
Infrared saunas are increasingly popular in the health and wellness community for a number of reasons including the numerous health benefits and they just make you feel good!

**Intheon**

We offer a middleware platform for biosignal processing and analysis, which is easily integrated into existing mobile and desktop applications through a cloud API.

**LIFTiD**

LIFTiD Neurostimulation was developed and designed to put all users in the mindset to boost their brain’s potential through mild electrical stimulation, thereby, over time, providing a brain training routine to improve focus, productivity, and memory.

**Loftie**

Loftie is a wellness company helping people create tech-life balance through beautifully designed, deceptively simple products for the home.
Looxid Labs

Our VR system enables you to build VR environments directly through our Unity SDK and track, as well as detect physiological signals. In LooxidVR application, you can monitor the EEG signals’ quality and the changes in pupil size and position.

Lumena

Kaleb Matson is the Founder and CEO of Lumena Inc, a Denver-based start-up in the wellness technology space. The company’s soon-to-be-launched flagship product- the Lumena MindBody Pod, combines light, sound, resonance and meditation into journeys designed to shift the nervous system from stress to rest.

MindSpa

Larry Minikes

MindSpa is a safe, effective and easy-to-use technology that offers all the benefits of meditation to improved sleep and mood, improve focus and attention, enhanced mental clarity, cognitive functioning, and helps you to manage stress and anxiety but without the need to learn how to meditate.
NEOTROPE

Capture and analysis of emotions

Neten JP

We have been conducting research and development of Transtec

Neurohacker Collective

We are scientists, medical practitioners, biohackers, and health conscious creators sharing our knowledge and techniques to help optimize the quality of your life—beginning with your mind.

neuromore

neuromore is the leading platform to develop transformational apps. Our software provides all of the tools to go from raw data to meaningful feedback.
SensAI is a neuro-wellness Wearable and mobile app company whose goal is to elevate performance and extend human cognitive longevity w/o side-effects. SensAI brings world-class biofeedback technology and training protocols from elite clinics to the home.

Sensate

The Sensate device and app was designed by a leader in integrated medicine to empower you to manage your stress, improve your sleep and concentration, as well as achieve many of the other beneficial results that we associate with meditation.

Sensomedical, Inc.

Your breakthrough could change the world of neuroscience forever and we want to help. We’re passionate about bringing to life the vision of neuroscience entrepreneurs and have helped many products successfully reach the market, including our own OEM’s.
**Shleep**  
Els Van Der Helm

Our team of sleep experts and business brains brings the science of sleep to your organization through carefully designed sleep programs. Studies show that with great sleep, your leaders and employees feel better, get more done, and are more inspiring.

**Somavedic**  
Juraj Kocar

The Somavedic device can perfectly harmonize the body and the environment we live in or spend most of the day. Relatively healthy individuals usually feel much better after the effects of Somavedic and ill people re-gain strength to be able to heal more easily. Most people will feel the positive effect in the first few weeks, and more sensitive people may feel it as soon as the device is turned on.

**SpaceVR**  
Ryan Holmes

SpaceVR’s innovative & immersive technology sails you into a sea of stars as you float weightlessly experiencing the awe of Earth. Discover the planetary perspective that only a few astronauts have with the highest resolution VR camera ever launched into space in the history of humanity.
GUIDE is the only tool you need to live your dreams. Using proven principles, innovative technology, and relevant expert resources, we encourage sharing a daily practice in a supportive, authentic community that empowers people to live lives they love.
For over 30 years, Thought Technology has been on the forefront of improving performance in high stakes environments. As performance experts, we are focused on providing performance psychologists with tools that can enhance intervention and training strategies.

**Touch Point Solutions**

Using gentle, alternating micro-vibrations called BLAST (bilateral alternating stimulation tactile), TouchPoints give the user a gentle vibration that affects the brain and alters the body's stress response to restore calm.

**TRIPP**

The TRIPP platform increases employee mental wellness through short, impactful, immersive experiences that change every day to drive engagement and retention with measurable results.

**Umay Care**

Umay uses natural Meditative HeatTM that leaves your eyes feeling happier, with a more restful and clear mind.
At Vielight, we combine engineering with research to create photobiomodulation (PBM) devices that improve mental acuity and general wellness.

Innovative Systems and Intelligent Solutions for Holistic Wellness. Our portfolio includes Wellness Mats, Wearables and Wellness Apps powered by unique AI platform that brings together the best of ancient sciences and modern technology.